WHITTON CLEARs STAFF OF FILTER PAPER CHARGES

Makes Statement In Rebuttal Of Charges Against; Harper States View

SITUATION REMAINS TENSE

In the face of definite charges from several quarters that public use has been given to removed publications of Cigarettes, and in the light of Filter Paper, editor of THE TECH in publishing stories about the Filter Papers, Harper states view that "the organic unity of the undergraduate body is definitely harmed in no uncertain terms by the publication of Filter Papers," and adds that "no member of the staff of THE TECH would have had the power to publish a Filter Paper, and it is my opinion that no possible action other than to seek a judicial remedy against such an attempt should be called for in this matter." Harper was quoted as saying that "it is the duty of THE TECH to keep informed as to the activities of this body, and a further statement in connection with the Filter Paper situation came last night in the form of a letter from J. B. Harper, Jr., 32, former head of the FILTER PAPER section.

"Filter Papers," he said, "is a monthly newspaper published by students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and its purpose is to provide funds for various activities of the society, including the publication of "Filter Papers." The society has been in existence for over 40 years, and has published a newspaper since 1925.

In recent years, Filter Papers has been besieged by complaints from various groups, including students, faculty members, and university officials. The society has been accused of publishing material that is offensive, inappropriate, and illegal. In response, Filter Papers has defended its right to publish as a means of expressing its views and exercising its freedom of speech.

The current issue of Filter Papers includes articles on a variety of topics, including the recent controversy over the university's decision to revoke the membership of a fraternity. The society has also published articles on other matters, such as the university's policy on drug use and the role of the media in society.

Harper states that Filter Papers is a valuable resource for students and faculty members, and that it provides an important forum for discussion and debate. He emphasizes that the society's goal is to serve the needs of its members and to promote the free exchange of ideas.

"Filter Papers," he concludes, "is a valuable resource for students and faculty members, and it is an important forum for discussion and debate. The society's goal is to serve the needs of its members and to promote the free exchange of ideas."
Béginning with the first issue of next week, THE TECH will become a bi-weekly. This move is forced by a materially-reduced income from advertising. While the number of subscriptions has been maintained at the level of previous years and cash sales remain steady, the paper's income from advertising has steadily declined, until now it is felt that the omitting of one issue a week will enable the paper to keep the present volume from showing a deficit at its closing.

It is not to be construed that interest in this undergraduate activity is declining. On the contrary, staff enthusiasm is as high, if not higher, than it ever has been.

The matter of room assignments has been delegated to the Walker Memorial Committee with power to enforce the division as decided upon. Five weeks is four weeks too long for a few people, and thus it has been decided that room assignments will be made daily.

One function of the new policy as decided upon is impossible for men only with part-time devotion to solicitation to supply an income which is necessary for the proper functioning of the paper. It is hoped that this last move will be only a temporary one, and that we shall soon return to three issues a week; however, if this is impossible, THE TECH will continue to supply news to its readers as a bi-weekly.

IT'S A PLAIN CASE

On February 28, in regular session, the Institute Committee passed a motion which was presumed to settle all discussion regarding possible division of the available space on the third floor of Walker Memorial. Since that time, five weeks ago today, the office left vacant by the defunct Tech Show has stood unoccupied.

The matter of room assignments has been delegated to the Walker Memorial Committee with power to enforce the division as decided upon. Five weeks is four weeks too long for a few people, and thus it has been decided that room assignments will be made daily.

One function of the new policy as decided upon is impossible for men only with part-time devotion to solicitation to supply an income which is necessary for the proper functioning of the paper. It is hoped that this last move will be only a temporary one, and that we shall soon return to three issues a week; however, if this is impossible, THE TECH will continue to supply news to its readers as a bi-weekly.

THE UNTOUCHABLES

The cast of the "untouchables" is not confined to India alone, for that downtrodden and oppressed group inhabits Technology for certain portions of the day. So-called by a member of the Administration at Harvard, these "untouchables," better known as commuters, are present at every institution of higher learning located in or near a metropolitan area. Generally their plight is the same as that of those at the Institute.

Known as commuters, are present at every institution of higher learning for certain portions of the day. So-called by a member of the Administration at Harvard, these "untouchables," better known as commuters, are present at every institution of higher learning located in or near a metropolitan area. Generally their plight is the same as that of those at the Institute. The term "commuter" is used to describe those taking part in extra-curricular activities, with the possible exception of plays, which are performed within the limits of the school's campus.

The "untouchables" are seldom found engaged in activity week after the regular class hours are over.

No doubt this condition is due to the fact that most of these men are commuters and are interested in activities which do not overlap with the regular school program.

The problem of the commuter's relations to the remainder of the student group is one which deserves the attention of all of us, concerned with the social life of the Institute, and the fact, which these men form a large part of the Institute can be made to feel less like a foreign element must be reached to prevent the growth of a group division of the undergraduate body.

History of Dramashop

The Dramashop was organized for students interested in the production and acting of plays. Its organization has been, from the start, a highly informal one, with recognition of those men who have made a conscientious effort to become part of the production of the plays which are presented on the stage. The Dramashop has always been self-supporting, and the income which is received from the sale of tickets, fees, and other sources, has enabled the Dramashop to continue its work without financial loss. It is known that the Dramashop has always been able to meet its expenses, but it has been a financial success, it will be a financial success, because of the efforts of all members of the Dramashop.

The Dramashop was organized in May, 1927. In October of that same year it began its first production, "The Hairy Ape," by Eugene O'Neill, which was performed in the Commons Room in Rogers to present, in the words of an interested reader, "an excellent production of a fine play." The season closed with the production of "The Queen's Husband," the last production of the season being "The Sign of The Greedy Pig," a comedy of manners by Charles S. Brooks. The season opened with the production of "At The Zoo," by Eugene O'Neill, which was presented in the Commons Room on April 5, 1928, and was followed by "Broken Wings," with Leo Carillo and the famous Gershwin's numbers. It's fairly good...
Coach Neufeld Will Take Group Men To Intercollegiates

Gymnasts Enter For Annapolis Tournament April 17th Meet Saturday

With a total complement of three men going, in addition to the coach and the manager, the M.I.T. Gym Team travel south to enter in the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League Tournament. The meet takes place at Annapolis, with the Naval Academy acting as host, and takes place on Saturday at 2:30 o'clock in the after-

noon. Navy is well prepared to lead as the hosts of the 1932 Intercollegiates, for both the gymnastics and the baseball teams have been completely refur-
bished on the interior and a full set of new apparatus has been installed. The Tech-
gymnastics team entered for Maryland tour-

ney will arrive at the Academy until the weekend.

Three Men Make Trip

Only three men are representing the Institute this year at Annapolis. They will be the only men going, because the women are not considered up to the mark for the performance which was won last year by two of Annapolis' colleges. These men will be Enrico (captain of the Engineer team), Grant, and Towsew.

Captains Enrico will control the entire team and act as the referee. Other gymnasts being entered are six Charities and from then on will have entire

responsibilities. The Engineers' score was 70

This year's basketball season was a great success; the races ill both old and

classic gymnasium and bars respectively.

Johnny Perkins, 204 pounds of fun, is also a member of the team and is a long time letterman, with four first places on the rope climb. Besides, he had several seconds being broken. Getting, it will be noted, is one of the Edlin scholarship students.

Starting with the 1933-34 season, the Engineers' Gym Team will begin to include both men and women. One reason for this is the free

intercollegiate competitions in this sport. The other is that more students make the
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Terrence J. Mulvey, Instructor in the Department of Chemistry, will preside over the meeting of the Undergraduate Notices. The meeting will be held on Monday, March 28, at 4:30 p.m. in Room 10-275. The meeting will feature updates on upcoming events and activities, as well as the opportunity for students to present their ideas and concerns. The meeting is open to all undergraduate students, and everyone is encouraged to attend.